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Round 14 Results 

Golden Grove 12 16 88 

Flinders Park 17 9 111 

A Grade 

Golden Grove 8 4 52 

Flinders Park 11 6 72 

B Grade 

Golden Grove 5 0 30 

Modbury 4 13 37 

Under 18s 

Golden Grove 1 3 9 

Tea Tree Gully 10 23 83 

C Grade 

Golden Grove 2 2 14 

Tea Tree Gully 21 16 142 

D Grade 

 

Round 15 Results 

Golden Grove 11 16 82 

Kilburn 9 8 62 

A Grade 

Golden Grove 24 17 161 

Kilburn 4 1 25 

B Grade 

Golden Grove 2 2 14 

Goodwood Saints 16 11 107 

Under 18s 

Golden Grove 14 8 92 

Prince Alfred OS 8 14 62 

C Grade 

Golden Grove 11 13 79 

Prince Alfred OS 7 7 49 

D Grade 



Woolworths Mark of the Year 
 
Help GGFC win Woolworths vouchers by 
uploading a great mark to Instagram or 
Twitter using the hashtag 
#WooliesSuperMark and tagging @7AFL.   
 
Also don’t forget to use the GGFC hashtag 
“#goburras”! 
 
Each week the winning entry will be fea-
tured on Channel 7’s Game Day.  
 

 

Club News 

Congratulations! 
 

150 Games 
Nick Preston 

 

50 Games 
Josh Buttery 



Golden Grove 
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Under 6 Green 
The Green Kookies were away at Athelstone today in brutal conditions – the 
ground was spongey/boggy, the rain pelted down relentlessly and the tempera-
ture didn’t get above 8 degrees. 
  
So what did the Green Kookies do? They came (18 of 20), prepared, warmed 
up and went out to get the job done. 
  
The first quarter was dead even, with Annelise kicking the first two goals and 
Jacob Frenchman having his best quarter of the season… picking up at least 
five clearances. Jarvis got on the board and Mason Maynard was on fire, with 
many kicks forward. 
  
The quarter time break allowed us to regroup from Athelstone getting some 
scoreboard pressure late in the first. When we came out in the second, the rain really came down. Both teams 
started losing players, and our Kookies had only two playing defenders for much of the quarter. Not that we needed 
them, Caillin started getting some marks, Jacob Day kicked goals and got plenty of the ball in packs and Ethan 
started being able to throw his size into the contest to win the hard ball. By Half time, we had kicked some five goals 
straight. 
  
Athelstone Coach came up to our huddle at this point and called the game; he had lost too many players to con-
tinue and the Green Kookies were left strong, resolute and fearless… ahead in play and ready to go on if required 
and finish the job. 
  
Well done to all the parents that continued their roles – be it forward and defensive coach, Team manager, First Aid, 
or just supporting their child in testing conditions… you are a strong example to your kids of determination and com-
mitment… cheers to you all! 

 

Under 7 Blue 
After a week off last weekend for the school holidays, Round 11 saw U7 Blue return to 
Harpers Field under lights on Friday night. Conditions were very tough to say the least 
with heavy rain all day and with the top oval water logged and no suitable space avail-
able we setup to play on the bottom oval. 
 
School holidays and wintery weather during the week saw numbers a little on the low 
side for training. However, we had a good session where we continued to develop funda-
mental skills through some of our regular drills as well as incorporating a new drill focus-
ing staying alert, improving ball skills and team work. 
 
Leading into the game we had two boys unavailable and then another pull late which left 
us with 14 for the game. After a quick chat with the Para Hills coach it became evident 
that our numbers were quite strong as they only had nine. It was agreed that we have 
two boys pull on a Kangaroo’s guernsey each quarter to ensure that we could have a 
game. Both of our regular assistant coaches Scott Launer and Darren Evans were unable to attend the game how-
ever we were lucky enough to have Lachlan’s dad (Luke) and Kadin’s dad (Scott) step up to take the responsibility 
of assisting to marshal the boys for the game. I greatly appreciate the support and assistance from Luke, Scott and 
others that helped out.  
 
The focus areas that were highlighted before the game were: to man up, be competitive/first to the ball and to opt 
for smart kicks. For tonight’s game our joint captains were Cooper and Cameron. 
 
The game commenced under extremely cold and blustery conditions with a very strong wind favouring the southern 
end. After losing the toss earlier, we were kicking towards the northern end. Para Hills certainly got the jump early 
winning a number of clear possessions out of the middle allowing their forwards to 
multiple shots on goal early. This ensured that Cooper, Cameron, Ryle and Ben 
were all kept very busy. As the quarter went on our midfield was able to win clear 
possessions and move the ball forward. Austyn and Ryan donned the Kangaroo’s 
jumper and both won some clean possessions against their usual team mates. 
 
Quarter time came and which gave the boys a chance to grab a drink and try to 
warm up. It was pleasing to hear when I asked the boys what we weren’t doing, 
they all responded with ‘Not manning up’, I encouraged them to man up tighter as 
when we had the ball we were able to control the play. Rotations completed and 
we were ready to go for the 2nd quarter. As the quarter commenced, the condi-
tions certainly weren’t improving. Sam, Brandon and Louis were all busy in the  



midfield winning possessions and able to kick deep into our forward lines were our forwards 
were able to have a number of shots at goal. Cooper was able to kick truly and score a goal 
after some great team work to move the ball forward. Down the other end of the field Blake, 
Jamison, Joseph and Kadin were busy defending tightly as well as winning possessions to 
move the ball forward. Ben and Lachlan wore the Kangaroo jumpers for this quarter with both 
appearing to have a lot of fun.  
 
Half time came which gave all involved to grab a drink an orange as well as to try and warm 
up a little. As the 3rd quarter commenced a heavy shower passed over which made condi-
tions even more difficult. Good team work from the boys in the midfield early saw our forwards 
see a lot of the ball which allowed us to have a number shots on goal including one from 
Lachlan who received a handball and then was able to run in and kick truly to score his first 
goal for the season. It was certainly pleasing to see more handballs to our game play to move 
the ball on and bring other into the game. Blake and Rylie were filling in for Para Hills this 
quarter and were both busy for the entire quarter for the Kangaroos. 
 
Three quarter time came and the conditions were still extremely tough although the rain had cleared away. As the 
last quarter commenced Blake and Kadin were busy winning a number of possessions in the midfield to send the 
ball into our forward line. Cooper, Ryle and Cameron were all busy in defence, Ben won a number of possessions 
choosing to handball to move the ball on. Down the other end of the ground Austyn, Brandon and Louis were very 
active in the forward lines. Sam and Joseph were wearing the Kangaroo’s jumpers for the last quarter and both 
were very busy winning a number of possessions against their normal team mates. As the final siren blew, we con-
gratulated the other team for a great game and then sang the club song. 
 
Today we played in extremely tough conditions but it was pleasing to see that we again showed some great team 
football. To think that this was just our eleventh proper game as a team makes this even better. When we stick to 
our game plan and work hard for the entire game we can be more than competitive with even the more experienced 
teams. With four games to go we have the opportunity to continue to work on developing individual skills and our 
teamwork at training so that we can be prepared the best we can for the remaining games.  
 
Our next game will see us on the road to Pooraka to play under lights on Friday night. GO BURRAS!  

 

Under 8 Blue 

Well since we had our game abandon at three quarter time it’s not really worth doing a 
match report but I will let the everyone know on our two team bonding session last 
week. 
 
Our  first one was on Wednesday at the Crows training session we had about 10 play-
ers turn up to watch the Crows trained. The boys had fun while we had to wait for the 
gates to open. They kicked the ball around in front of the Crows Shed, then line up for a 
show bag and a hat. 
 
Once the gate open we found our seats and watch some of the training. We notice 
Nathan van Berlo was signing  stuff so myself and a few boys leaning over the 
race wall and we were lucky enough to have him sign all our merchandise, the 
boys seemed happy to have a champion player sign their stuff. 
 
A few of the boys then line up at the top of the race to receive high fives from play-
ers and coaches to top of a good day. 
 
Our second team bonding session was on Thursday night instead of training at the 
club I thought I would mix it up a bit and have the boys do something different  and 
hopefully have some fun at the Golden Grove Boxing Club. The boys were put 
through their paces with some skipping, squats some core strengthening exer-
cises. Then they got into some boxing combinations with a punching bag then 
some push ups and sit ups, at the end of the training the boys were pretty tired 
after the one hour sessions but they all enjoyed it which was the main thing. Ap-
parently a few boys complaining of saw muscles the next day but it didn’t stop 
them playing on Sunday as all of them played really well in trying wet and windy 
conditions. 
 
So if your looking to do something different with your team this season or next   
season I recommend calling Brian Casey at Golden Grove Boxing Gym at Tilley 
Reserve 0434928985. 
 



 

Under 8 Gold 

Golden Grove Under 8 GOLD Vs Athelstone - we knew the Raggies were a pretty skilful side, we were coming off 
the bye and with limited training.  
 
Last Friday night was another cold one. The weather had threatened all day and only an hour before the game, the 
ground was flooded from a tremendous down pour. Luckily the water had dissipated just in time for The Mighty 
Kookaburras to take the field. 
  
We were down on players with school holidays still going, we had no one on the bench again. Craig Bradshaw and 
The Super Dads got proceedings under way with another terrific warm up for the team. Jayden Jackman was skip-
per for the day. We left him to make his own decision as to which way we started – good luck Jacko!! 
  
The team came in to have a drink before play and to read the team sheet out. Jacko came in, ‘We’re kicking to the 
northern end’. Righto, we’ve had some good time off and now we need to switch on. The Raggies were towelled up 
by the other Golden Grove side in Green earlier in the year, so they’ll be coming out fighting against us. We need to 
be tough, we need to be hard, we need to be fierce; Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 Gold?! WE ARE!!!! 
  
The first rucks went at it – Athelstone were prepared. We were asleep. They pressured us, they beat us to the con-
test, they played in front and shared the ball as a team – all the things we should be doing!! Half way through the 
quarter we managed to claw back some respect from Alby Bradshaw leading the way in the guts with some forward 
entries. Ajay Visnyai up forward was doing his best to keep us in it along with Kyan Smith who’s really stepped up in 
recent weeks. Lachlan Anderson down back always starts well. We needed a defender to stand up and be counted- 
he was our man. Emily Schulz got inspired and started playing in front and showed the rest of the team how to do it. 
  
Quarter time couldn’t have come any quicker – we were under fire. Knock, knock, knock!! Hello, anyone there?! Are 
we awake yet?! Come on Kookaburra’s lets shake this off and start the next quarter like we mean it. Let’s go!!! 
  
The second quarter started and it was much better. Caleb Zanker was smashing in and getting plenty of touches in 
the centre. He showed how it was supposed to be done, so Sammy Carter matched his effort and got physical too. 
Harry Slater again found some good form with his solid effort this quarter. Up forward Bailey Casey steaming down 
a one way street – straight for goals and put a few through the big sticks and Rylan Whitwell is showing his great 
goal sense and adding yet another to his tally. 
  
Half time came in the nick of time as it started to rain but we felt much better about ourselves. The temperature had 
just dropped about 10 degrees and the team was shivering under the pergola. We need to stick at it Kookaburras, 
one big half of footy to go. Come on!! 
  
The third quarter was again a good one for us. Plenty of shots on goal with some good conversion from Hamish 
Pullen who’d missed out playing up forward before the bye – so he made the most of it. Great work Hammer!! We 
welcomed back Riley Rosenburg from the little break – get in there and get it Riley, be tough and rough little fella; 
so he did! Nate Atkinson in full skins had a nice run and carry in the centre this quarter with a delivery into the for-
ward lines that resulted in another six pointer. 
  
Three quarter time, the team looked like they’d had enough. We’d been running games out very well before the bye. 
Can we hang on for another quarter Kookaburras? Have you got it in you? It was worrying signs. We were all over 
the place, some under towels, some rolled up in rugs, one tried warming up with hot chips and a chiko roll. Craig 
Bradshaw and The Super Dads had the task again of selecting the side for the last quarter. Geez, the forward line 
looks potent!! The team reluctantly took their positions for the last quarter. 
  
As the rucks went at it, it looked like the spark was gone. The Raggies were all over us. They were blasting their 
forward line and playing in front. We were caught behind on many occasions. Luckily their goal kicking isn’t as good 
as ours. But all of a sudden there was a spark after all. Mitchy Webb who was completely frozen through and was 
beginning to resemble a robot with his stiff movement, managed to break free for a second and get the ball down to 
the skipper Jayden Jacko Jackman who slotted a much needed big sausage roll. We kicked a couple more in the 
last but The Raggies had all but caught us in the end in a close one. 
  
In summary, it was just one of those games where we were clearly the better side, but just didn’t play as well as we 
can – that’s footy. We managed to stay competitive when it really counted. But there’s plenty to work on this week.  
 
We’ve got the mighty Hawks from Modbury on Sunday so we’ll need to bring our best effort. We know they’re a 
really tough side that doesn’t mind throwing their weight around. Maybe that’s just the trick for us, a tough game to 
get us back in the swing of things. Bring it on I say!!! 
  
Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 GOLD?! WE ARE!!!  Go Kookaburras!!! 



 

Under 9 Green 

Round 10 vs Salisbury at Salisbury - This round the Green Machine headed to Salisbury for our last game before 
the school holiday break. The weather didn’t look great but the boys were keen. Thankfully the rain stayed away 
however it was extremely windy which presented a bit of challenge for both teams with balls going back over the 
boys heads at times when kicking into it, clearly there was one dominant scoring end for the game. We kicked with 
the wind in the first and third quarters and they were our only scoring quarters. 
 
It was a hard tackling game with both teams keen to get the ball. The first quarter was a tight quarter with one of the 
highlights being Louis showing of his skills keeping the ball in play whilst working it down the boundary line.  
 
The secdnd quarter was all about defensive effort and the boys combined well to limit Salisbury’s shots on goal de-
spite them kicking with the wind. 
 
In the third quarter we kept the ball in our forward half for the majority of the game with Jace defending hard whilst 
the boys from defence set up the wall across the centre and didn’t let the ball get through. 
 
Once again the fourth quarter was all about defence and limiting the scoring opportunities for Salisbury. At the end 
of the day the boys fought hard against their opposition and the weather. 1, 2, 3 Green Machine 
 
Scorers: Zach 4.2, Jordan 1.2, Mackye 1.0, Ryan 0.1 
 
Round 11 vs Ingle Farm at home - Under 9 Green had a Sunday 
morning home game against Ingle Farm and once again the weather 
was not looking favourable – the weather hit just as the game started. 
 
The first quarter was an awesome display of team work and great 
skills in the wet. The boys were not discouraged by the windy and wet 
conditions and were working extra hard to stay warm by getting in the 
packs and fighting for the ball.  Great teamwork saw the boys run the 
ball into the forward line and give themselves the opportunity to kick a 
number of unanswered goals. 
 
The second quarter was more of the same however the boys were getting wetter and muddier than usual, their 
faces and fingers were so cold but they didn’t complain and they continued to play hard with more of the same at-
tacking plays. 
 
At half time Ingle Farm decided they didn’t want to continue in the 
weather and called it a day.  The umpire was happy to continue umpir-
ing a scratch match between our 20 dedicated and tough boys.  The 
Green Machine continued to play hard and only after the hail started 
and the umpired called the game off did our boys leave the ground. 
We are all very proud of you for giving it your best in what was terrible 
conditions!  1, 2, 3 Green Machine – Well Done Boys! 
 
Scorers: Due to the weather this was a little hard to record so our 

apologies! 

 

Under 10 Gold 
This week’s match was against Modbury Gold at Harper’s field on a 
wet and cold day. Jayden Camilleri to the field as Captain and Brodie 
Leisavnieks as vice-Captain. It was disappointing that Modbury were 
only able to get 12 players, but neither the less I was more than proud 
to see the great sportsmanship displayed by the Burra’s when all play-
ers nominated to fill in for Modbury did so with no hesitation. Every 
player who filled in for Modbury played great football and led from the 
front. Special mentions to Zach Pope, Danial Cowie, Danyle Dobie, 
Jackson Ray, Tom Stevens, Daniel Hewitt, Ben McGregor, Talan 
Cooper, Jayden Camilleri, Wyatt Dymmott, Isaac Luders and Alex 
Pengilly who all filled in for Modbury during the match. 
 
The first quarter started with wet weather footy and it was extremely 
pleasing to see that the skill level did not drop and our ability to con-
tinue to do what we have been practicing at training.Cael Gursoy started in the ruck with a huge leap Cael was  



winning every tap and hitting the ball straight down the throat of our on 
ballers. Cael not only played his best game of the year with great tackles, 
but finished with an outstanding goal from a tight angle.The first quarter 
had Riley winning the ball out of the centre tacking the ball from the ruck 
tap and handballing to Burra’s out of the pack. Joshua Richter was lead-
ing from the front all day, Josh was particularly impressive the pressure 
he applied in the forward line. Modbury backline new that they had to be 
good to get pass Josh, Joshes ability to affect the smother and lay great 
shepherds was outstanding. Great game Josh! Talan wasn’t particularly 
well, but his determination to play did not stop him getting the ball in the 
first half. Talan’s ability to get to the ball first in the contest was excellent 
and the right call was made for him to rest at half time to ensure his cold 
didn’t get any worse. Tom Steven’s was on fire all day, his ability to run 
hard and get to every contest was brilliant. At one stage it was impressive to see Tom make a really great decision 
to do a small kick forward under Modbury players to get the ball out to Xander in the clear. Xander played another 
great game kicking a couple of goals and passing off another couple as well. Xander’s ability to get around players 
with speed has been outstanding. Great work Xander! 
 
The second quarter was just as impressive kicking into a strong breeze the skills were maintained and it was Zach 
Pope and Alex Pengilly that constantly got the ball out of the middle. Zach work hard kicking a great goal on the day 
and Alex’s strength at the contest demonstrated how strong he is at winning the hard ball. Isaac Luders and Danyle 
Dobie took some great marks around the ground, with strong voice and the ability to run in the right positions really 
showed on the day. Danyle Dobie particularly stood out when he filled in for Modbury and at one stage the Modbury 
coach requested him fill in for the entire day. Tyson Durdin played a real leadership role for the team with his clear 
decision making on when to pass to a team mate or when to take the shot for goal. Tyson’s big marks, hardness at 
the contest and team play was excellent. Great game Tys! But it was Jayden’s day! Jayden played a great captains 
game leading from the front. Jayden filled in for Modbury and in the second quarter received a free kick on an ex-
tremely tight angle, he looked up to pass, but there was no one free, so it went back and slotted it straight through 
the middle on the half time siren. It was unfortunate that late in the match Jayden flu through the air for a big mark 
and the ball slipped through crashing into his nose. Hope you are ok Jayden! 
 
The third quarter continued the same and it was extremely impressive to see the boys link up play from the back of 
the oval with Tom kicking long to Tyson who then hit Brodie on the chest and then Brodie hitting Jackson Ray on 
the chest directly in front. Jackson Ray stepped up his game in the third and was a dangerous forward, his attack on 
the ball was first class and his ability to work up the ground showed real mature play. Danial Cowie was also instru-
mental in getting the football and it was great to see the ball come flying into the forward line and Danial waited at 
the front of the pack crumbing the ball perfectly and finishing with a great goal. Brodie played in the ruck in the third 
and it was Brodie’s ability to kick long and deep to advantage that gave the Burra’s first use of the ball in the forward 
line. Brodie demonstrated how much he is improving at moving up and down the ground to support team mates in 
trouble. Great game Brode’s! Ben McGregor was playing a tough match all day his ability to man up and on occa-
sions take on two players at once has been excellent. Ben is a great team player! 
 
The fourth quarter continued and it was Seth Lewis-Christie and Daniel Hewitt both played their best football for the 
season. Both players attacked the ball hard and used raw pace to get around opposition players. But it was in the 
fourth quarter that the team was determined to get Wyatt Dymmott a goal. Getting a Wyatt a goal was important as 
this meant that all players this year had kicked a goal. Wyatt was already playing a great match running and tackling 
hard, but when the ball got kicked into the forward line and Daniel grabbed the ball dodged around a couple of play-
ers and kicked the ball onto Wyatt’s chest. Wyatt then went back like an old pro an easily kicked the goal. The cele-
bration was great and it was awesome to see the smile on Wyatt’s face. Overall it was a fantastic team effort and 
the skills that the boys have been displaying has been great. I look forward to seeing what we can achieve by the 
year end. 
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